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ABSTRACT
We report an Environmental-friendly method for the synthesis of Au-Ag alloy nanoparticles (ANPs) by 
using Anethum graveolens fresh leaf extract as a reducing and stabilizing agent. The precursor solutions 
of Au (HAuCl4: 3H2O), Ag (AgNO3), and leaf extract were mixed by varying molar ratios and heated with 
continuous stirring at 70oC for an hour which leads to the formation of Au-Ag ANPs with different atomic 
compositions. The periodic observation of color changes indicated the formation of Au-Ag ANPs and got 
confirmed by the measurement of UV-Vis spectroscopy. The synthesized Au-Ag ANPs were characterized 
for morphological and elemental composition using Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) in 
conventional and scanning TEM (STEM) mode. The TEM image analysis shows that the synthesized Au-
Ag ANPs were found to be spherical with a broad size distribution with a mean size of 23 ± 18 nm. The 
energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrometry in the STEM mode confirms the formation of Au-Ag ANPs and 
in order to show that these biosynthesized Au-Ag ANPs could be used as SERS (Surface Enhanced Raman 
Scattering) substrates, we carried out SERS studies using Crystal Violet (CV) and Rhodamine 6G (R6G) as 
test molecules by using 514.5 nm laser excitation wavelength. The detection level achieved was 50µM of 
CV and R6G, which would lead to exploring biosensing applications.
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INTRODUCTION
The fabrication of Bimetallic Alloy 

nanoparticles (ANPs) has drawn considerable 
attention to the field of nanotechnology. The diverse 
compositions and structures of bimetallic NPs can 
be used to integrate the functions of monometallic 
nanomaterials.  Bimetallic Au-Ag ANPs also 
exhibit interesting electronic, optical, chemical, or 
biological properties due to the new bifunctional or 
synergistic effects [1–12].  Several methods [13–17] 
have been used in order to prepare bimetallic ANPs 

and most of them require reducing, capping agents, 
or stabilizers to control the size and composition 
of the ANPs. These chemical substances which 
are utilized in the synthesis of ANPs are toxic 
and a threat to the environment as well as health 
[18]. The development of reliable eco-friendly 
protocols for the synthesis of bimetallic ANPs 
remains a challenge. Biological systems have now 
emerged as a novel medium for the synthesis of 
various inorganic materials at a remarkably high 
level of complexity. Biological methods of NP 
synthesis using microorganisms [19–21], enzymes 
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[22], plants, or plant extracts [23-24] have been 
suggested as possible ‘‘green’’ alternatives to 
traditional chemical and physical methods due to 
them not requiring complex cell culture processes. 
In addition, methods that use plants can be 
suitably scaled up for large-scale NP synthesis [25]. 
Some reports are available on Au-Ag bimetallic 
nanostructures prepared using parts of the plant 
[26-30]. The limited number of studies is due to the 
more complex effects of the conditions on the rates 
of precursor reduction, nucleation, and growth of 
the alloy NPs compared with those of the conditions 
for monometallic NP growth. The size distribution, 
composition, and crystal structure of the resulting 
alloy NPs are difficult to control using biological 
methods. In this study, an environmentally benign 
solution method to synthesize Au-Ag ANPs using 
a fresh leaf extract, acting as both a reductant and a 
stabilizer, was developed. Various characterization 
techniques such as Transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM: using selected area diffraction 
and scanning TEM with energy dispersive 
spectroscopy and ultraviolet-visible light (UV-Vis) 
spectroscopy were used to confirm the nature of 
the ANPs. There are enormous reports available 
on biological applications of monometallic Au, 
Ag, and Bimetallic structures, Au-Ag [31-35]. The 
current work explores the plausibility of developing 
a sustainable SERS (Surface Enhanced Raman 
Scattering) substrate using biosynthesized Au-Ag 
ANPs. SERS is a prominently used technique for 
the detection of biomolecules due to its fingerprint-
like nature [36-37]. However, the minuscule 
cross-sections of Raman Scattering need to be 
enhanced using metallic nanostructured surfaces 
up to a single molecule detection level [38]; hence, 
the SERS technique would be able to identify 
the extremely low concentrations of analytes in 
different chemical environments [39-41] and 
therefore, the SERS substrate plays a substantial 
role in the sensitivity and reproducibility of this 
technique. Biosynthesized metallic nanostructures 
for SERS applications are burgeoning areas of 
research; therefore, in the current study, we are 
preparing eco-friendly Au-Ag  ANPs and exploring 
their application as SERS substrate that indicated 
promising reproducible results for their use in 
molecule detection at a lower concentration. 

EXPERIMENTAL
(a) Materials 

Silver nitrate (AgNO3), and Gold (III) chloride 

trihydrate (HAuCl4.3H2O) were purchased from 
Sigma Aldrich, India. 

(b) Preparation of leaf extract
The extract of Anethum graveolens was 

prepared with 10 g of fresh leaves, obtained from 
home premises, which were thoroughly rinsed 
with DDW (double distilled water) and cut into 
small pieces. The chopped leaves were boiled in 50 
ml DDW for 15 minutes and filtered.  The cooled 
extract was kept at 40 C. The filtrate is later on used 
as a reducing and stabilizing agent for synthesizing 
Au-Ag alloy NPs.

(c) Synthesis of Au- Ag alloy nanoparticles 
 The precursor solutions of 1mM of AgNO3 and 
HAuCl4.3H2O were prepared and used for the 
synthesis. To prepare monometallic Au and Ag 
nanoparticles, 2ml leaf extract is added to 20ml 
of each 1mM Au and Ag precursors separately at 
room temperature. The color change of the solution 
indicates the formation of Au (Pink) and Ag (yellow) 
NPs. These provide us to obtain monometallic 
Au and Ag NPs with the ratio of Au100:Ag0 and 
Au0:Ag100, respectively. The synthesis method 
[26] is modified and used in the preparation of 
Au-Ag ANPs. To prepare Au-Ag bimetallic alloy, 
nanostructures with different molar ratios typical 
volume of 90ml, 1mM AgNO3, and HAuCl4 were 
mixed with 10ml of leaf extract, and later on, the 
reaction solution was kept in a water bath at 70 
degrees Centigrade with continuous stirring for 1 
hour. To get the molar ratio of Au50:Ag50, 10ml 
of leaf extract was added to 45 ml of both Ag 
and Au. 60ml of Au and 30ml of Ag precursor 
solutions were added to 10ml leaf extract in order 
to obtain the ratio of Au75:Ag25 and for the ratio 
of Au25:Ag75, 30ml of Au precursor solution was 
mixed with 60ml of Ag precursor solution and 
10ml leaf extract. The color change from pink to 
red wine color indicates the formation of the Au-
Ag alloy nanoparticles. The formation of Au-Ag 
ANPs was monitored using Uv-visible absorption 
Spectroscopy.  

CHARACTERIZATION
 The bioreduction of pure Ag, Au, and Au-

Ag ANPs of various atomic compositions was 
monitored by measuring the UV-Vis absorption 
spectra. The analysis was carried out with a JASCO 
UV-visible absorption spectrophotometer with 
a resolution of 1 nm between 300 and 900 nm 
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wavelength range. A small aliquot of 300 µL of the 
sample was diluted 10 times with Millipore water in 
order to avoid errors due to the high optical density 
of the solution. 

The size, shape, structure, and composition 
of nanoparticles were carried out using a 200 
keV electron beam in an Ultra High-Resolution 
Transmission Electron Microscope (JEOL-2010). 
The specimen was prepared by dispersing the 
nanoparticles and late on transferring them to a 
carbon-coated TEM grid (by drop cast method) 
which was subsequently dried under a 100 W lamp. 

To explore the application of these eco-
friendly Au-Ag, ANPs as suitable substrates for 
SERS. In the current study, the Au-Ag ANPs with 
the composition Au50:Ag50 were utilized as a 
substrate to detect organic dye molecules. The 
dye molecules such as Rhodamine 6G (R6G) and 
Crystal violet (CV) with high Raman scattering 
cross-sections have been used as probe molecules. 
In order to prepare the substrate, the ratio of Au-
Ag nanoparticle solution to dye molecule is kept 
constant at 5:1. For each test, 40 µL of this solution 
was dropped onto the glass substrate (1X 2 cm2) 
and air-dried. A fixed volume micro-pipette with 
disposable tips was used to prevent contamination. 
In our tests, the dropped solution soon spread over 
the whole substrate. SERS spectra were recorded 
using a micro-Raman spectrometer (LABRAM-
HR) using laser excitation lines of 514.5. All 

measurements were made in backscattering 
geometry, using a 50 X microscope objective lens 
with a numerical aperture of 0.7. Typical laser 
power at the sample surface was 2.4 mW with a 
spot size of 2 µm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Synthesis of Au-Ag alloy NPs

Au-Ag alloy NPs were synthesized with various 
Au/Ag atomic ratios (100:0, 75:25, 50:50, 25:75, 
0:100) by co reduction of Ag and Au precursors 
in the presence of Anethum graveolens fresh leaf 
extract at 70oC temperature for an hour. 1mM 
of AgNO3 and HAuCl4 3H2O was prepared as 
precursor solutions for Ag, Au, and bimetallic Au-
Ag ANPs.  The color formation of ANPs indicated 
that the leaf extract itself acted as both a reducing 
and a stabilizing agent. The dispersions containing 
pure Au nanoparticles turned from colorless to 
Pink while that of the solution containing pure Ag 
nanoparticles turned to yellow, the intermediate 
compositions resulted in colors varying from Pink 
to Violet. Temperature plays an important role in 
this process as it enhances the reaction rate, helps in 
speeding up the nuclei formation consuming metal 
ions, and stops the secondary reduction process of 
nucleation on preformed nuclei [42].

UV-Visible Spectroscopy
Figure 1 shows the UV-Vis absorption spectra 
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Fig. 1. UV-Vis absorption spectra of Au-Ag alloy NPs synthesized with different Au-Ag molar ratios
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of the monometallic Au, Ag, and Au-Ag ANPs with 
varying Au and Ag compositions. From the figure, 
it is observed that the Surface plasmon resonance 
peak for monometallic Au100 and Ag100 is 
centered at 557 nm and 433 nm, respectively 
[17]. The values of SPR peak for the Au-Ag ANps 
with the composition of Au75:Ag25 gives 547nm, 
Au50Ag50 with 537nm, and Au25Ag75 at 524nm 
[43].  Furthermore, it is noted that that the SPR peak 
of Au-Ag ANPs is decreasing with an increase in the 
Au composition and the values of SPR peak were 
obtained between that of monometallic Au and Ag. 
These results are in agreement with the calculated 
spectra of Au-Ag ANPs using Mie equations [44]. 
The report [45] suggests that the single monolayer 
of Au is sufficient to mask the plasmon resonance 
band of Ag completely. Due to this reason; the 
increased composition of Au on the particle surface 
resulted in diminishing the underlying Ag plasmon 
surface band. Furthermore, a single absorption 
peak for all the bimetallic nanoparticles confirms 
alloy formation. It cannot be obtained the either 
just the physical mixture of monometallic Au 
and Ag colloidal solution or the formation of Au-
Ag Core-shell nanostructures, where there two 
characteristic absorption peaks are found [46-47].   

Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)      
Figure 2(a) shows the typical bright-field 

TEM micrograph of the synthesized Au-Ag alloy 
NPs of Au50:Ag50 atomic ratio and from the BF 
images, it is clear that the shape is found to be 
spherical.  Several such micrographs are  taken 
at different places in the grid and through image 
analysis histogram, the size distribution of Au-Ag 
ANPs (Au50Ag50) is presented as shown in figure 
2(b). (histogram). From the micrograph and the 

histogram shown above, the average particle size is 
found to be 23 ±6 nm. However, large particle sizes 
are also observed though their number is smaller. 

Figure 2(c) depicts a selected area electron 
diffraction pattern from a region of interest 
where several Au-Ag ANPs are present. It is to be 
noted that Au and Ag are having FCC structures 
and almost very close lattice parameter. It is 
not possible to differentiate Au from Ag using 
diffraction. However, the diffraction pattern 
showed the reflections corresponding to (111) 
planes, predominantly.

STEM (TEM-EDX) elemental analysis
The scanning TEM method is powerful as the 

intensity is proportional to Z2 in the annular dark 
field images shown in Fig 3. Fig. 3 (a-c) shows the 
Annulat darkfield STEM   images of the Au-Ag 
ANPs with a variation of atomic concentrations of 
Au: Ag. These coloured elemental mapping images 
are obtained using EDS mapping in STEM mode 
and these images shown in Fig. 3 prove that the Au 
(orange), and Ag (pink) atoms were homogeneously 
distributed over the entire nanoparticle structure. 
As the signal in STEM mode mainly depends on the 
atomic number of elements, we observe from Figure 
3 (a-c) that the strong brightness corresponds to Au 
(higher atomic number) and the low brightness is 
referred to as Ag (lower atomic number). Further, 
the image shows clearly the distribution of Au, Ag 
nanoparticles in the Au-Ag ANPs.

 Figure 3a (i-iii) shows a STEM image of 
Au75:Ag25 composition. For elemental composition 
calculation, the nanoparticle highlighted in the red 
box from Figure 3a(i) has been considered and it is 
shown in figure 3a (ii).  It is observed from Figure 
3a(iii) that the elemental mapping of Au (87%) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. (a) TEM image of Au-Ag ANPs (Au50Ag50)   (b) Histogram  for the Au-Ag ANPs  (c) SEAD pattern of Au-Ag ANPs
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and Ag (13%) is fairly matched with the atomic 
composition used in the synthesis method and was 
homogeneously distributed over the NP.

 It is also observed from figure 3b(i-iii) that the 
atomic composition of Au50:Ag50 was in good 
agreement with the elemental mapping of Au (38%) 
and Ag (62%) for the highlighted nanoparticle 
from the figure 3 b(ii). Furthermore, from figure 
3c(i-iii) the STEM image analysis shows the atomic 
composition of Au25:Ag75 fairly matches with Au 
(19%) and Ag (80%) of elemental composition 
from the nanoparticles of figure 3c(ii).

These results were further evidenced from 
Figure 4 (a-c) that EDX mapping of both the 
atomic percentage (%) and weight percentage 
(%) of Au-Ag ANPs. In the case of Au75Ag25 
composition, from figure 4(a) the atomic and 
weight % of Au:Ag are 69:31 and 80:20 respectively 
which are in fair agreement with the alloyed atomic 
concentrations. And also, from the EDX spectra of 
figure 4, (b) the atomic and weight % values of Au-
Ag ANPs are 45:55 and 40:60 respectively and are 
in good agreement with the synthesis composition 
of Au50Ag50.  It is further observed that for the 
Au25Ag75 composition the EDX spectra are of 

the large difference in the atomic as well as weight 
% values 6:94 and 3:97 which could be due to 
the selection of Au-Ag ANP for the mapping of 
elemental composition.

SERS APPLICATION
Figure 5 (a) shows the SERS spectra of  50 µM 

concentration of CV adsorbed on Au-Ag ANPS at 
different locations. The sharp Raman characteristic 
peaks of the CV molecule have appeared at 808, 
915, 1174, 1371, 1533, 1585, and 1620 cm -1 which 
are matching the reported values of one of our 
published reports [48].  It is well established that 
the size of Ag nanoclusters in the range from 50-
150 nm is expected to be most efficient for signal 
enhancement along with the resonance effects of 
laser excitation wavelength and SPR peak [49]. The 
increased signal intensities attained for Au-Ag ANP 
s are attributed to the nanogaps or nano junctions 
which have the potential to act as hotspots for the 
signal enhancement. Another reason could be the 
resonance effect as SPR of Au-Ag ANPs at 537nm 
which is in resonance with the excitation of laser 
wavelength of 514.5nm[50-51].

From figure 5(b) it is observed that the Raman 

 

     

 

 

 

 

             

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Scanning TEM (STEM) image of the as-synthesized Au-Ag alloy NPs energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) elemental maps of (a) 
Au75: Ag25 and (b) Au50:Ag50 and (c) Au 25: Ag 75
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signals at about 606, 768, 1194, 1363, 1534, 1572, 
and 1645 cm-1  which are the characteristic Raman 
peaks of R6G [47-48].  It is reported that the Raman 
peaks at 606, 768, and 1194 cm-1 are associated with 
the vibration modes of analyte molecular R6G as 
C–C–C ring in-plane, C–H out of plane bend mode 
and C–C stretching vibrations, respectively. The 
peaks at 1361, 1503, 1534, and 1646 cm-1 are arising 
from symmetric modes of in-plane C–C stretching 
vibrations of R6G because of the resonance 
enhancement effect at 514.5 nm excitation [49]. The 
marked peak positions in Figure 5(b) are consistent 
with the previous reports on R6G [48].   

In the field of SERS, one of the major problems 
is the reproducibility of the SERS spectra, as the 
spectra depend on the shape, size of the metal 
nanoparticles, and the orientation of adsorbed 
molecule on the metal nanoparticle. We have 
recorded the SERS spectra several times and 

at several positions of the same substrate, the 
observed spectra were almost identical. We could 
reproducibly obtain all the Raman peaks except for 
certain broad structures appearing which might be 
due to some impurity molecules adhering to the 
substrate while recording the spectra. From these 
observations, we can conclude that reproducibility 
is better with these substrates. Moreover, in the 
present study, we have obtained the concentration 
detection limit as 50 µM, which would allow 
us to explore biosensing applications in future 
experiments. 

CONCLUSIONS
An alternative solution for the synthesis of 

Au-Ag alloy NPs with controlled compositions 
was developed using an Anethum graveolens 
leaf extract as both reductant and stabilizer. 
The mixture of preformed Au and Ag NPs with 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. EDX elemental mapping spectra of (a) Au75:Ag25 (b) Au50:Ag50 and (c) Au25:Ag 75
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Fig. 5 (a). SERS spectra of   50 µM CV adsorbed on Au-Ag ANP s (Au50Ag50) at different locations of the sample. 5(b). The SERS 
spectra of 50 µM concentration R6G on eco-friendly Au- Ag alloy nanoparticles (Au50:Ag 50) on glass substrate.
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Figure 5(b) : The SERS spectra of 50 µM concentration R6G on eco-friendly Au- Ag alloy 
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optimized molar ratios at 700C temperature is 
suitable for the one-pot synthesis of the Au-Ag 
alloy nanoparticles. TEM, STEM, and EDX spectra 
results confirm the alloy formation. The proposed 
method is simple eco-friendly and cost-effective as 
it does not require an extra surfactant or reductant. 
This reported synthetic method represents a new 
approach to the synthesis of alloy-structured NPs 
for the potential application in SERS (Surface 
Enhanced Raman Scattering). The minimum 
possible concentration of detectable CV and R6G 
was down to 50µM would lead to exploring further 
biosensing applications. 
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